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GSB is purely archival for the moment. Many have asked if I plan to relaunch. The answer is a tentative
yes, but definitely not soon. Please do not submit your work to me. 

To find out how and what I’m doing now, visit my personal website,
www.KC-Hill.com.

 

Keep creating, no matter what.

 

   

 

I need help to…

START
A STORY

GET AN
AGENT
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GET
UNSTUCK

BE
PRODUCTIVE

BE
CREATIVE

GET IT
PUBLISHED

CREATE REAL
CHARACTERS
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FIND
READERS
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Most Viewed
Recent Posts
Recent Comments

How to Procrastinate (yes, there IS a right way!) If you’re going to procrastinate working on a
certain writing project, there is a really…

Watch Your Language! There are seven important things to keep in mind when crafting the
language of your…

Write an Awesome Inciting Incident: 3 things to do An inciting incident is the single plot point
that launches a protagonist out of their…

Kaja Blackley introduces Maggie MacCormack Read fascinating Kaja Blackley‘s personal story
of why he chose to self publish his latest…

Tips for a Top Writer Resume Exactly what does it take to write a top Writer Resume? It‘s
different from any…
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Improve Writing with an Author Focus Group Find out from award winning author Bobbie
Hinman what it takes to form a Focus…

Great Agents Looking for Children’s Books NOW Find literary agents looking for children’s
books, middle grade and YA books. A growing list…

When a Manuscript is Really Ready If you’re not sure whether your manuscript is really ready for
publishing professionals, this is…
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